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Accurate Accurate Inaccurate

Word Definition Definition Example No answer
fur the short, hairy coat of an animal
claws curved nails on the toes of some animals
pouch a pocket on the stomach of an animal like a koala or kangaroo
blanket a covering used to keep warm
tucked to cover tightly with sheets or blankets
sleepy ready to sleep
mitt a glove worn to catch a baseball
mess dirty or not neat
perfect just right
circus a traveling show with animals and performers
clowns actors who do tricks and funny things
sniffed to smell
parade a show that people or animals march or ride in
cannon a heavy gun on wheels
rescue to make someone safe again
dull boring; not exciting
haystack a large pile of hay stored outside
tractor a machine used on a farm
boa constrictor a long snake that squeezes its prey
squawking making loud cries
hurry to go fast; rush
picnic to share food outside
puffy swollen
salty having the taste of salt
hose a tube for water to pass through
drooped to bend downward
shook to move with short quick movements
wooden made out of wood
dragon a make-believe monster that breathes fire
marched matching footsteps with others 
museum a place where people go to see art, animals, and history
aquarium a glass tank for fish or animals
pail a bucket
shivered shaking because of cold or fear
vet an animal doctor
wetsuit a close-fitting rubber suit worn in cold water 
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